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ABSTRACT 

Diabetic retinopathy is a widespread disease that may cause 

blindness. Early diagnosis and treatment will reduce its side 

effects and protect the eye. In this paper, a new algorithm for 

exudates detection is proposed. In the preprocessing step, the 

green channel of the color image is used, and then median 

filter followed by Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram 

Equalization (CLAHE) is applied. The K-means clustering 

technique is used to select exudates objects. Optic disc is 

localized using maximum entropy filter and morphological 

closing. It is demonstrated that combining the K-means with 

CLAHE of the median filtered image results in 99.39% 

correct exudates. Experimental results show a reliable and 

accurate method for segmenting exudates from color retinal 

images. Performance of the proposed method is evaluated 

using a set of 52 images from a publicly available dataset 

STARE. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Digital image processing techniques play an important role in 

the medical area. In ophthalmology, it is used in screening of 

glaucoma [1], Macular Edema [2], and Diabetic Retinopathy 

(DR) [3]. DR is a disease caused by effect of high blood 

glucose level in diabetic patient on retinal blood vessels, that 

passes through many stages and can lead finally to blindness 

[4]. One of the main early features of the DR is exudates [5]. 

The damaged blood vessels of the retina leak proteins and 

lipids which deposit forming yellow white spots with 

relatively well defined margins that is defined as exudates [5].  

Early diagnosis and treatment of DR will reduce the risk of 

blindness [6]. Periodic screening helps in early detection and 

the automatic process in screening programs is a cost-

effective method that can also save time [7]. In the literature, 

many techniques have been proposed for exudates detection. 

 Sopharak et al. [8] proposed a method for the detection of 

diabetic retinopathy by detecting the presence of exudates in 

the retinal image. The preprocessing consists of conversion of 

RGB to gray scale and median filtering is carried out to 

remove noise. Histogram equalization is the next step. 

Exudates and optic disc had the highest intensity values in the 

preprocessed image. The optic disc (OD) was eliminated 

based on the texture, as the optic disc has a smooth texture. 

Based on entropy the texture was analyzed, low entropy is an 

indication that the region is smooth. Otsu’s binarization 

algorithm was used to remove complex regions in the image. 

The binarized image has many components of which the 

largest connected component was selected and circularity was 

found.  

Karegowda et al. [9] converted RGB to HSI then applied salt 

and pepper noise to the I band followed by median filter. Then 

applied contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization 

CLAHE, the optic disc was extracted using a matlab function, 

pixel features were extracted, and then classification using 

artificial neural network is performed.  

Eadgahi et al. [10] used two phases. In the first phase 

morphological operations on the green channel were used to 

eliminate vessels, bright and yellow objects with higher 

intensities were extracted. In the second phase, the optic disc 

was eliminated using blood vessel structure and entropy. In 

the work proposed in [6], the red channel is used for OD 

detection then the green channel is used for exudates 

detection. Median filtering was applied to reduce noise on the 

green component. OD has been eliminated then exudates have 

been extracted.  

Tripathi et al. [11] used the green component of image then 

Gaussian smoothing filter followed by contrast enhancement 

to reduce noise and uneven illumination. Candidate exudates 

were detected by using Differential Morphological Profile 

(DMP). El Abbadi et al. [12] used the green channel because 

it had the best contrast.  Binary image was obtained using 

threshold value equal 110. Texture features were used to 

differentiate between true and false exudates. Histogram 

equalization and the k-means clustering were used in the work 

proposed in [13]. Then a neural network is used for exudates 

detection.  

Franklin et al. [14] converted from the RGB to Lab color 

space. The luminosity layer is replaced with the processed 

data, and then converts the image back to the RGB color 

space. Contrast enhancement has been done using CLAHE. 

Features like color, size, shape, edge strength and texture were 

used with three layers feed forward neural network to classify 

candidate regions into exudates and non exudates. The 

method is evaluated using DIARETDB1 database, a mean 

sensitivity of 96.3%, mean specificity of 99.8% and predictive 

value of 93.7% have been achieved. 

 Zhang et al. [15] detected exudates through three stages; 

preprocessing, exudates candidates detection, and finally 

classification. Removing of all dark structures and bright 

artifacts were done in the preprocessing stage, morphological 

top hat was used to detect small exudates candidates from 
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green channel of fundus image. Large exudates candidates 

were extracted by applying mean filter followed by 

reconstruction. Classification was done using intensity 

features and geometric features followed by machine learning 

technique. The method is evaluated using DIARETDB1_V2, 

MESSIDOR and HEI-MED, with corresponding area under 

curve (AUC) of 0.95, 0.93 and 0.94 respectively.  

In this paper, a new method is proposed to detect exudates as 

a symptom of diabetic retinopathy from color fundus images. 

This paper is organized as follows; Section 2 describes the 

proposed method. Section 3 presents experimental results and 

conclusions are given in Section 4. 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 
In order to identify exudates from color fundus image, a 

reliable segmentation method is required. Segmentation is the 

procedure of partitioning an image into a set of regions. 

Figure 1 shows an original normal image and abnormal 

image. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of proposed method. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig 1: (a) Normal image, and (b) Abnormal image 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2: Block diagram of the proposed method 

 

2.1  Pre-processing step 
Fundus images often show luminosity variation, differences in 

contrast and noise. Pre-processing is a mandatory step to 

overcome these problems. The median filter is a type of filters 

that is used to remove noise [16] and it is calculated as: 

ℱ  𝑥,𝑦 =  𝑔 𝑠, 𝑡 }   𝑠,𝑡 ∈𝑠𝑥𝑦
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛                           (1) 

where ℱ  x, y  is the filter response at a given coordinate, Sxy 

is an m×n sub-image of the input image g.  x and y are the 

coordinate in the input image.  

Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) is 

used for improving the contrast of an image. It is commonly 

used in ophthalmology [17]. CLAHE technique partitions the 

images into tiles and applies the histogram equalization to 

each one. It calculates many histograms, each corresponds to 

an individual tile of the retinal image and then applies them to 

redistribute the intensity value of the image [14].  So, it 

becomes significant to enhance the local contrast of the image 

and thereby gives detailed information of the exudates 

presented in the fundus image. 

2.2 Clustering 
Clustering is partitioning a group of data [5]. The K-means 

clustering divides the input data into many groups depending 

on the squared Euclidean distance [5]. K-means clustering 

algorithm [18] is working as follows: 

Let  X = {x1, x2, x3, ..., xn} be the set of data points and V = 

{v1, v2, ... , vc} be the set of centers. 

1. Arbitrarily select ‘c’ cluster centers. 

2. Calculate the distance between each data point and 

cluster centers. 

3. Specify the data point to the cluster center whose 

distance from the cluster center is minimal of all the 

cluster centers. 

4. Calculate again the new cluster center using:   

vi = (1 pi ) xi
p i
j=1                       (2) 

where, ‘pi’ represents the number of data points        

in ith cluster. 

5. Calculate again the distance between each data 

point and new cluster centers. 

6. If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise 

repeat from step 3. 

2.3 Optic disk detection 
The Optic disc localization is an important step in automatic 

extraction of retinal exudates [19]. In this paper, the 

maximum entropy filter [20] is used for localization of the 

OD. Entropy can be calculated using Eqn. 3 where Pi  is the 

probability that the difference between two adjacent pixels is 

equal to i.  

Entropy = − Pii log2 Pi                         (3) 

 

The maximum entropy filter was applied on the green channel 

of the input image followed by removing small object with 

area less than 30 pixels. Then morphological closing is 

applied on the output image. Figure 3 shows the steps of the 

OD detection. Figure (3-a) shows the output image after 

applying the maximum entropy filter, and Fig. (3-b) shows 

OD localization by selecting object with maximum circularity 

and then circle fitting. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A set of 52 images from a publicly available database is used. 

The STARE [21] database consists of 81 fundus images (31 

normal and 50 diseased), The images were captured by a 

Topcon TRV-50 fundus camera at 35º field of view. Each 

image was digitized to produce a 605×700 pixel image. 

Median filter is applied to the green channel, followed by 

contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization. The median 

filter with size 5×5 is used. Figure 4 shows the pre-processing 

step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The median filter results in smoothing and noise reduction. 

The output image after contrast limited adaptive histogram 

equalization shows contrast improvement. After the pre-

processing, a clustering technique is used. In this study, the 

number of clusters in the image equal 5.  Figure 5 shows the 

result after the K-means clustering. The output from the K-

means clustering shows different clusters that represent many 

regions of interest in the test image. The cluster that 

represents the exudates is selected and shown in Fig. (5-b).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              (a)                                                                  (b) 
Fig 3: OD detection (a) Binary image, and (b) Circle fitting 

 

 

(c)  

Fig 4: Preprocessing step: (a) RGB image, (b) Green channel image, (c) Median filter image, and (d) CLAHE image 

 

(a)  (b)  

(d)  
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For performance evaluation of the proposed method, the total 

number of exudates pixels is calculated. Objects that belong to 

exudates, background, or optic disc were manually labeled. 

Results are summarized in Table 1. Other methods in the 

literature have been implemented and results are tabulated in 

Table 2. 

Table 1. Results of the proposed method 

Type No. of pixels Percentage 

Exudates  590055 88.7 % 

Non-exudates  4028 0.605 % 

Optic disk 71142 10.69 % 

Total no. of pixels 665225 100 % 

 

Table 2. Results of other methods 

No. of pixels 

Method 
Total  OD  

Non-

exudat 
Exudates  

338771 38271 55139 245361 
Amel et al. 

[22]    

281986 35782 34504 211700 
Vimala and 

Mohideen [5] 

324897 35023 47528 242346 

Ramasubraman

ian and 

Mahendran [7] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the previous tables, it is demonstrated that combining 

the K-means clustering with the CLAHE of the median 

filtered image results in 93.66% correct exudates. After 

removing the OD; results improved to be 99.39% correct 

exudates. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, a segmentation method for exudates detection is 

proposed. There steps were applied, pre-processing and 

clustering. The green channel is used in the pre-processing 

followed by median filter and contrast limited adaptive 

histogram equalization. In the clustering step, the K-means 

clustering was used. The optic disk is localized by using the 

maximum entropy filter. 
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